Business Academy
Karviná, l. l. c.
20th anniversary of the foundation of the school
Territory of the school
Great availability

Near the school there are:

- bus stops
- swimming pool
- Kaufland
- shopping center Permon
Corridor near the lockers
Canteen
Classrooms
Classrooms
Classroom of social and science studies
IT classrooms (1/3)
IT classrooms (2/3)
IT classrooms (3/3)
In fictive bank
In fictive bank
Gym
Aerobik and fitness centre
Study subjects
School offers studies in this subjects:

- Business academy
- Economic lycee
School projects
Project LEONARDO da Vinci

- Educational program of the European community. Financial support paid from sources of international project Leonardo da Vinci. Project mobility helped 10 students of 4th grade to be for three week for the practise abroad in financial institutes and companies in Germany, Sweden, Estonia.

- Exchange practise of students.
Every year Euroteam engages in international projects in program Youth in Action. Partners in each project are teams from the whole Europe.

Czech Republic, Turkey, Spain, France, Italy, Poland, Luxembourg, Denmark
Project Comenius „Seven wonders of culture“

Business Academy Karviná l. l. c. Is for the years 2010 – 2012 the coordinator school of new, two-years project Lifelong Learning Programme - Comenius called „Seven wonders of culture“. Project is aimed to 7 culture topics (music, theatre, dance, drawing, ceramic, literature and photography) and 7 discusional circuits (rasism, unemployment, help afflicted to be in society, be social out, generation differences, equal opportunities and cooperation of youngs in the Europe). During 2 years of the project there have been 7 meetings all partner‘s school together. School get from the European Union grant of 17 000 EUR. Partners of the project are schools from Antalya (Turkey), Fiñan (Spain), Sala (Finland) and St.Philbert de Grand Lieu (France).
In fictive bank OBA Bank, a. s. works and leads the students of 3rd and 4th grades according their subject. Bank accepts depositories, give loans and makes interference with other fictive banks in the Czech Republic. Bank is also running accounts of fictive companies and physical citizen from all over the Czech Republic.